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An Auroral Boundary-Oriented Model of Subauroral
Polarization Streams (SAPS)
R. G. Landry1 and P. C. Anderson1

1Center for Space Sciences, University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, TX, USA

Abstract An empirical model of subauroral polarization stream (SAPS) electric fields has been developed
using measurements of ion drifts and particle precipitation made by the Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program from 1987 to 2012 and Dynamics Explorer 2 as functions of magnetic local time (MLT), magnetic
latitude, the auroral electrojet index (AE), hemisphere, and day of year. Over 500,000 subauroral passes are
used. This model is oriented in degree magnetic latitude equatorward of the aurora and takes median values
instead of the mean to avoid the contribution of low occurrence frequency subauroral ion drifts so that the
model is representative of the much more common, latitudinally broad, low-amplitude SAPS field. The
SAPS model is in broad agreement with previous statistical efforts in the variation of the SAPS field with MLT
and magnetic activity level, although the median field is weaker. Furthermore, we find that the median SAPS
field is roughly conjugate in both hemispheres for all seasons, with a maximum in SAPS amplitude and
width found for 1800–2000 MLT. The SAPS amplitude is found to vary seasonally only from about 1800–2000
MLT, maximizing in both hemispheres during equinox months. Because this feature exists despite
controlling for the AE index, it is suggested that this is due to a seasonal variation in the flux tube averaged
ionospheric conductance at MLT sectors where it is more likely that one flux tube footprint is in darkness
while the other is in daylight.

1. Introduction

Subauroral polarization streams (SAPS) were first defined by Foster and Burke (2002) as the region of west-
ward ion drifts often observed equatorward of the diffuse aurora extending from dusk to midnight magnetic
local times (MLTs) during periods of geomagnetic disturbance. This subauroral region of sunward convection
driven by poleward electric fields includes both the latitudinally narrow channels (1°–3°) of westward flow in
excess of 1,000m/s, known as polarization jets (Galperin et al., 1974) or subauroral ion drifts (SAID) (Spiro et al.,
1979), as well as the broader region of smaller drifts extending up to 10° equatorward of the aurora within
which SAID are typically embedded (Yeh et al., 1991). SAID are most frequently observed during substorm
recovery (Anderson et al., 1993; Karlsson et al., 1998) with a similar location and extent in latitude as the
midlatitude ionospheric trough, indicating a dependency on the subauroral conductivity distribution
(Anderson, Heelis, & Hanson, 1991). The broad low-amplitude SAPS electric field has an equatorward extent,
which is coincident with the equatorward extent of Region 2 field-aligned currents (FACs) (Anderson et al.,
2001; Goldstein, Burch, et al., 2005) and is associated with the partial ring current (Burke et al., 1998;
Goldstein, Burch, et al., 2005; Huang & Foster, 2007). During geomagnetic storms, SAPS can persist for hours
with subauroral electric potentials that are a large fraction of the total potential over the dusk convection cell
(30–60 kV) (Anderson, 2004; Anderson et al., 2001; Burke et al., 1998, 2000).

Due to the confluence of the convection electric field, corotation electric field, and gradient/curvature
drifts, the ion plasmasheet can penetrate closer to the Earth on the duskside than the electron plasma-
sheet (Ejiri, 1978; Gussenhoven et al., 1987). Ion pressure gradients that are misaligned with flux tube
volume gradients cause Region 2 FAC to be driven into the duskside subauroral ionosphere
(Heinemann et al., 1989; Vasyliunas, 1970), which has a low conductivity due to the lack of electron pre-
cipitation. These FACs close through poleward Pederson currents with the high-latitude Region 1 FACs,
crossing the electron auroral boundary and establishing large poleward electric fields in the low-
conductivity subauroral region (Anderson et al., 1993; Southwood & Wolf, 1978). Heating caused by
enhanced ion-neutral collisions reduces the F region density further through enhanced ion recombination
(Pintér et al., 2006; Schunk et al., 1976) and large vertical flows from thermal expansion (Anderson, Heelis,
& Hanson, 1991; Sellek et al., 1992; Wang & Lühr, 2013). The electric field thus acts to reduce the already
low subauroral conductivity by reducing the F region ion density.
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SAPS have a significant impact on the inner magnetosphere and subauroral ionosphere. The poleward SAPS
electric field maps to radially outward electric fields in the magnetosphere, which overlap with the plasma-
pause. The enhanced sunward convection in this region acts to erode the outer layer of the duskside plasma-
sphere and can contribute to the formation of plasmaspheric plumes (Goldstein et al., 2003, Goldstein,
Sandel, et al., 2005), and the associated sunward convecting storm-enhanced density events in the magne-
tically conjugate ionosphere (Foster et al., 2002, 2007, 2014; Zou et al., 2014).

The ion drifts associated with SAPS also affect thermospheric dynamics through ion-neutral drag. The
increased friction drives westward neutral winds to upward of 500 m/s and heats up the thermosphere,
which changes the vertical neutral density distribution (H. Wang et al., 2011; Wang, Lühr, et al., 2012). The
predictions from coupled thermosphere/ionosphere models, which incorporate a prescription for a SAPS
electric field, are, in general, more successful at reproducing observations of the subauroral thermosphere
and ionosphere (Pintér et al., 2006; W. Wang, Talaat, et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2014).

Other sources of subauroral electric fields include prompt penetration electric fields (Jaggi & Wolf, 1973) and
the ionospheric “disturbance dynamo” (Blanc & Richmond, 1980). The disturbance dynamo begins with the
heating of the auroral thermosphere due to precipitating particles and Joule heating from auroral currents.
This drives equatorward neutral winds, which are accelerated westward by the Coriolis force. This subauroral
westward neutral flow drags the ionosphere westward and drives equatorward current through dynamo
action, establishing a poleward electric field. In the Blanc and Richmond (1980) model, the westward ion drifts
associated with this field can reach ~150 m/s in the subauroral region. The disturbance dynamo has been
observed to last up to 30 hr (Scherliess & Fejer, 1997). Penetration electric fields occur after large changes
in the convection electric field due to “under-shielding” by Region 2 FAC and can extend all the way to the
equator (e.g., Abdu et al., 2007). This field is typically short lived, as the shielding currents are reestablished
on the timescale of ~10 min, although it can take hours for complete shielding to develop (Jaggi &
Wolf, 1973).

Foster and Vo (2002) developed an empirical model of SAPS using more than two solar cycles of drift mea-
surements from the Millstone-Hill incoherent scatter radar. They found an average SAPS flow channel that
is 3–5° wide inmagnetic latitude (MLAT) at dusk, which decreases in width andmean location in MLAT at later
MLT sectors. The SAPS location also decreases in MLAT for larger values of Kp, whereas the peak SAPS velocity
decreases in magnitude for increasing MLT and increases in magnitude for increasing Kp. Erickson et al.
(2011) extended the analysis of Foster and Vo (2002) with the same database, using Dst instead of Kp to char-
acterize SAPS. They show that the invariant latitude of the peak SAPS velocity decreases linearly with decreas-
ing Dst (increasingly negative values) and increasing MLT. They also find that for decreasing Dst the ion flux
increases while the electron density decreases (up to a factor of 4) within the SAPS channel. This is such that
there is a nearly constant westward ion flux independent of the ring current strength for each particular MLT
sector, although the westward ion flux is typically an order of magnitude less at midnight than at dusk. Wang
et al. (2008) used ionospheric measurements of SAPS from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
(DMSP) and found that the SAPS velocity was correlated with the cross-polar cap potential and anticorrelated
with the flux tube integrated conductivity. Kunduri et al. (2017) developed an empirical SAPS model using
selected SAPS events measured by the U.S. chain of midlatitude Super Dual Auroral Radar Network
(SuperDARN) radars from 2011 to 2014, allowing for simultaneous measurements over multiple hours of
MLT. Their statistical findings were in agreement with Foster and Vo (2002) and Erickson et al. (2011). They
found SAPS to occur under quiet conditions 15% of the time (�10 nT<Dst< 10 nT) localized to themidnight
sector and 87% of the time for moderate storms (�75 nT < Dst < �50 nT) centered at 2000 MLT.

We present a global empirical subauroral electric potential model calculated from the cross-track ion drift
measurements made by the DMSP from 1987 to 2012 as well as Dynamics Explorer 2 (DE 2), which measured
ion drifts and precipitating auroral electrons and ions from August 1981 to February 1983. DMSP has had two
to four satellites continuously operating during the 25 years we consider, making it an excellent data set for a
statistical study of SAPS. The model presented is of the median subauroral potentials, to approximate the
mode, or most likely subauroral electric field. This model can be interpreted as an estimate of the most likely
background SAPS electric field as described by Yeh et al. (1991) between afternoon and midnight local times
where SAPS are typically present during periods of high magnetic activity (Foster & Vo, 2002; Kunduri et al.,
2017). Averaging the infrequently encountered SAID electric fields (He et al., 2014) with the more common
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background SAPS field displaces the average away from the mode, parti-
cularly at higher magnetic activity levels. By instead taking the median
electric field, without using a selection criteria for SAPS-like events, a
model of the most likely subauroral electric field distribution is calculated,
which is representative of the latitudinally broad SAPS electric field at high
activity levels. Also, we orient our model with respect to the equatorward
edge of the electron auroral boundary, thus producing a true subauroral
model, which is not “smeared” in MLAT by a varying auroral boundary.
This model will also benefit from the higher spatial resolution DMSP drift
measurements than SuperDARN radar measurements, include southern
hemisphere measurements, and use enough data to study the statistical
variation of SAPS with MLT, MLAT, magnetic activity level, and season.

2. DMSP Instrumentation and DE 2 Instrumentation
2.1. DMSP Instrumentation

The DMSP satellites fly in circular Sun-synchronous orbits at an altitude of
830–840 km with ~99° inclinations and ~100 min orbital periods that pass
through dawn/dusk and premidnight/ prenoon local times. Due to the

separation of the geomagnetic and geographical poles, the DMSP spacecraft orbits span a wide range of
MLT and MLAT. However, there is a lack of coverage in early morning and early afternoon MLT sectors, parti-
cularly at lower MLAT. As an example of the coverage, Figure 1 shows the orbital tracks of the three DMSP
spacecraft F13, F14, and F15 over the northern hemisphere for a single day (18 April 2002). The coverage in
MLT of DMSP satellites begins to diminish below 65° MLAT, and by 30° MLAT, there is only coverage of half
the MLT sectors. However, due to atmospheric drag, the local time of ascending node of all of the spacecraft
drifts toward earlier local times, givingmore coverage into the afternoon and early morning sectors with time.

The DMSP spacecraft used in this study (F8–F18) carry several space environment instruments including the
Special Sensors-Ions, Electrons, and Scintillation (SSIES) and the precipitating energetic particle spectrometer
known as Special Sensor J (SSJ). The SSIES consists of a package of several sensors for thermal plasma mea-
surements that includes an Ion Drift Meter (DM), an ion total density trap, a scintillation meter, a Langmuir
probe, and a retarding potential analyzer (RPA) beginning with SSIES2 first flown on F11. The RPA measures
the current from the ion flux entering the aperture of the instrument, facing the spacecraft ram direction, as a
function of a variable retarding potential, similar to the RPAs flown on the Atmospheric Explorer C (AE-C)
satellite (Hanson et al., 1973), DE-2 satellite (Hanson et al., 1981), and the High Latitude Research Satellite
(HILAT) (Rich & Heelis, 1983). The RPA can be used to estimate the H+, He+, and O+ fractional composition,
ion temperature, and the ion drift velocity component along the satellite velocity vector. This is done by
fitting a theoretical current-voltage curve of a multispecies, single-temperature Maxwellian plasma to the
energy spectrum (Rich & Heelis, 1983).

The DM is similar to those flown on the HILAT (Rich & Heelis, 1983) and DE-2 (Heelis et al., 1981). It measures
ion drift velocities traveling into a planar square aperture facing the satellite ram direction. The ions are
collected by a circular collection plate that is segmented into four quadrants, which allows for the difference
in the current received by the left and right halves of the collector plate, or the top and bottom halves of the
collector plate, to be measured by switching the connections between the four plates on or off. Measuring
the difference in current received while taking the spacecraft speed (~7.5 km/s) into account allows for the
calculation of the arrival angle and the two components of the drift velocity perpendicular to the spacecraft
direction (see Rich & Heelis, 1983).

The current difference measurements in the vertical and horizontal directions are each taken at 6 Hz. The
calculation of the perpendicular components of the ion drift would normally require knowledge of the ambi-
ent plasma drift component parallel to the ram direction; however, this is small compared to the spacecraft
velocity and the uncertainty introduced is less than 10%. However, lighter ions such as He+ and H+ can have
thermal velocities comparable to the spacecraft velocity. Data from the DM measured under conditions in
which He+ and H+ account for more than 20% of the ion density (as measured by the RPA) or the total plasma
density is lower than 105 cm�3 are discarded due to poor instrument performance. During solar minimum,

Figure 1. Magnetic latitude versus magnetic local time polar dial showing
the orbit tracks from a single day for the three spacecraft F13–F15.
DMSP = Defense Meteorological Satellite Program.
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this can result in much of the data from winter hemispheres being unusable due to the decreased O+ scale
height. Note that F8–F10 DMSP satellites did not have an RPA on board, so only density measurements from
the Langmuir probe are available to check for DM errors. However, F8–F10 mostly flew close to solar maxi-
mum, when encountering an H+-dominated ionosphere at 830 km is much less common. The DM is
mounted to face the spacecraft ram direction to within 0.5° inclinations. This offset can introduce an error
in the drifts on the order of 100 s of m/s that must be removed for each pass. The effective dynamic range
of the DM is ±3,000 m/s with a resolution of 12 m/s. The automated baselining algorithm, which removes
the offset, however, can be off by as much as 100 m/s from a manually selected baseline, so a statistical col-
lection of DMSP measurements should be considered to have a resolution limited by this amount. Note that
any low-amplitude electric field structure without significant spatial gradients, which extends to midlatitudes,
such as a small penetration electric field, may also be removed by the baselining. For further details of the
SSIES instruments, which include the RPA and DM, see Greenspan et al. (1986).

The SSJ/4 (F8–F15) and SSJ/5 (F16–F18) measure the energy spectrum of precipitating electrons and ions in 19
energy channels ranging from 30 eV to 31.3 keV. The electron and ion sensors run at each energy channel for
100ms to determine a 19-point electron and ion energy spectrum every second. The SSJ4 sensor apertures are
kept pointing within a few degrees of local zenith so that they are measuring particles well within the loss
cone of ~45° at 830–840 km in the auroral topside ionosphere while the SSJ5 sensors have six look directions
covering all pitch angles that are averaged into a single measurement. It is possible for background radiation
to penetrate the sensors directly, but will typically be counted at the same rate across all energy levels. This
constant background noise is removed. For further details of the SSJ sensors, see Hardy et al. (1984).

2.2. DE 2 Instrumentation

DE 2 was a 90° inclination, polar orbiting satellite launched on 31 July 1981. It initially had an eccentric orbit
with a perigee of approximately 300 km and an apogee of 1,000 km and an orbital period of 98 min. As its
orbit was fixed in an inertial reference frame, DE 2 sampled all MLT sectors every 6 months over its lifetime
of 1.5 years and over 8,000 orbits. This helps to fill in the gaps in the DMSP MLT coverage during the seasons
that DE-2 was passing through postmidnight/early afternoon MLT sectors. DE 2 carried a DM (Heelis et al.,
1981) and RPA (Hanson et al., 1981) of similar design to those onboard DMSP satellites, but these instruments
were restricted to a limited duty cycle due to power constraints. DE 2 also carried the Vector Electric Field
Instrument (VEFI), which measures the full electric field vector directly with three orthogonal double
Langmuir probes (Maynard et al., 1981). For consistency with the DMSP measurements the DM was used
to infer the electric field component parallel with the satellite velocity (see section 3). However, occasionally,
the VEFI was taking measurements, while the DM was off. During those periods, the VEFI measurements are
used, as there is a large degree of agreement between these two instruments (Hanson et al., 1993).

Precipitating particles were measured by the Low-Altitude Plasma Instrument (LAPI) (Winningham et al.,
1981). LAPI contains an array of 15 parabolic electrostatic analyzers, which determine the energy flux of ions
and electrons at different pitch angles from 5 eV to 32 keV every second. LAPI was rotated to be approxi-
mately aligned with the magnetic field as determined by the onboard magnetometer.

3. Methodology

To characterize SAPS, we differentiate between auroral and subauroral drifts using a database of Newell
precipitation boundaries identified in the DMSP SSJ particle spectra data (Newell et al., 1991, 1996) from
1987 to 2012 provided by Dr. Tom Sotirelis at The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
and a database of manually determined electron precipitation boundaries for DE 2. To demarcate the equa-
torward extent of the diffuse aurora, we use the zero-energy electron precipitation boundary on the night-
side and the equatorward boundary of the central plasma sheet region for the dayside.

The benefit of having simultaneous drift measurements and particle precipitation spectra is the capacity to
orient the observed subauroral electric fields by their location relative to the equatorward boundary of
auroral precipitation. This is important for developing an empirical subauroral electric field model as charac-
terizing SAPS spatially by MLT, and MLAT may not be appropriate when the equatorward edge of the aurora
is only loosely covariant with magnetic activity indices such as Kp or AE. The auroral boundary can vary ±5° for
a particular value of Kp, so not keying the observations to the average boundary would “smear” the typical
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SAPS latitudinal profile over a wide range of MLAT. Because of this we characterize the subauroral electric
field not in MLAT but in degree MLAT equatorward of the diffuse aurora. However, the satellite track often
cuts diagonally across the auroral boundary and may encounter the equatorward extent of the SAPS flow
channel in a different MLT sector than it encounters the equatorward extent of electron precipitation.
Because the MLAT of the auroral boundary varies with MLT, it was necessary to create an empirical model
of the equatorward extent of the diffuse aurora using the Newell precipitation boundaries. For a particular
subauroral satellite pass, the boundary model is fit to the particular boundary determination and the auroral
boundary location at other local times is extrapolated from the MLT that the satellite crossed the boundary.

3.1. Model of the Equatorward Boundary of the Aurora

As mentioned previously, there are large gaps in the DMSP spacecraft data coverage in MLT, which grow
wider at lower latitudes and higher magnetic activity. While these gaps are filled by the DE 2 spacecraft, there
are much less data (>8,000 orbits versus the >400,000 orbits considered for DMSP spacecraft). Thus, it is
necessary for the auroral boundary model to interpolate across regions of low data density. These data
density gradients also make a moving window average or binning and averaging scheme biased in the direc-
tion of the gradient. This would become a variable amount of bias if bin edges were not equally spaced or a
moving window size was changed to accommodate a changing data density.

To overcome both of these issues, the local linear regression scheme outlined by Cleveland et al. (1988) was
used to create the auroral boundary model as a function of an arbitrary set of “predictor” variables (MLT, Kp,
etc.). Local linear regressions for the auroral boundary MLAT are calculated at the vertices of “hyperrectan-
gles,”which divide up the N-dimensional predictor space, with the regression windows set to include at least
the nearest 10,000 neighboring boundary determinations in predictor space. The hyperrectangles are chosen
by the construction of a k-d tree, which divides the predictor space successively such that the hyperrectan-
gles (ranges of MLT, Kp, etc.) enclose similar numbers of boundary determinations and the density of rectan-
gle vertices roughly track the data density. The auroral boundary latitude may be interpolated along the
edges of the predictor-space hyperrectangles with a cubic interpolation between each pair of vertices. This
is done by fitting a cubic polynomial to the local linear regression (for boundary latitudes) at the vertices
and the gradients of the cubic polynomial at the vertices to the gradients of the linear regressions with
respect to the appropriate predictor variable. The auroral boundary model is then the interpolation within
these hyperrectangle edges achieved with a cubically blended Coons patch interpolation (Coons, 1967), akin
to multilinear interpolation. This approach naturally avoids calculating regressions where there is no data and
interpolates over those regions. A tricube kernel was used for the local linear regressions, with bandwidths
selected such that they encompassed a minimum number of data.

The MLT of the DMSP and DE 2 boundaries is the first predictor variable. A variety of combinations of other
magnetometer indices (Kp, AE, SYM-H, ASYM-H, etc.) and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) driver functions
(e.g., Newell et al., 2007) were used for the remaining predictors. Different weighted averages for each of these
predictor variables was also explored. It was found that the set of predictor variables, which minimized the
sum square error of the auroral boundaries being regressed, was MLT and a 3.5 hr weighted average of the
1-min resolution AE index. This average of AE is calculated for each boundary determination as the average
of the preceding 3.5 hr of AE, weighted by a factor w = 0.7T where T is the time before the boundary determi-
nation measured in hours. This average AE index outperformed Kp and weighted averages of IMF BZ. This also
outperformed any combination of AE with any third predictor variable, as the higher predictor dimensionality
required widening the bandwidths and flattening the local regressions to overcome the lower data density.
This was more deleterious than the benefit of including an additional predictor, which covaried with the
model residuals. Although the size of the aurora is correlated with IMF BZ, BZ only slightly covaried with the
residuals of the AE parameterized model, as the covariance with AE subsumed most of the IMF covariance.

Figure 2 shows the results of the auroral boundary model for an average AE value of 100 and 1,000 nT. The
red line is a sample F16 track as it passes through the aurora, which traverses more than an hour of MLT in the
subauroral region. For all magnetic activity levels, the equatorward edge of auroral boundary is at a minimum
in latitude in early morning local times, and the highest latitude in the afternoon, as expected. This auroral
boundary model can be fit to the location of each boundary determination to get an “effective AE” of the aur-
ora, and the degree equatorward of the aurora of each drift measurement can be calculated at different MLT
sectors by extrapolating the boundary with the fitted model.
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3.2. SAPS Model

The DMmeasures the ion drifts in two directions perpendicular to the satel-
lite ram direction. By assuming that those drifts are v = E × B/B2, appropriate
in the essentially collisionless topside F region, the electric field component
parallel with the satellite velocity can be determined. Assuming that 40°
MLAT is an equipotential of 0 kV, the electric potential along the satellite
track can be integrated from 40° to the auroral boundary. This gives a col-
lection of subauroral potential measurements as a function of MLT and
MLAT. MLATmay then be converted into degree equatorward of the aurora
using the auroral boundary model (section 3.1). The empirical SAPS model
presented here is an estimation of the most likely subauroral electric field
potential and is only representative of SAPS from afternoon to midnight
local times during periods of high magnetic activity. All of the DMSP sub-
auroral passes with defined Newell boundaries are considered. Passes with
a data gap larger than 1° MLAT are not used for an electric potential inte-
gration. These data gaps often occur when the DM becomes unreliable
due to the plasma density becoming too low or the H+ fraction too large
(see section 2). After removing problematic satellite passes, there are
>500,000 subauroral passes for DMSP satellites and >6,000 DE 2 passes.

The SAPSmodel is similarly calculated with an even grid of local linear regressions of the subauroral potential as
a function of MLT, degreeMLAT equatorward of the auroral boundary, the day of the year, and AE, after binning
the data by hemisphere. The windows in MLAT, MLT, AE, and day of year for the local linear regressions are initi-
ally set to include at least 1,000 data points. If this requires windows larger than a maximumwindow size (2.5 hr
MLT, 2° MLAT, 250 nT AE, and 50 days), the windows are truncated. These maximum widths are used because
the potential data are no longer approximately linear beyond these scale sizes. If the truncated windows do not
contain at least 100 data points, a regression is not performed. Although we present the current SAPS model
defined only where there is sufficient data, it would be possible to interpolate through any gaps to produce
a global model, which is defined for all MLT, MLAT, and AE. The set of subauroral potential observations within
given windows around a particular location in MLT, MLAT, AE, and day of year do not typically constitute a sym-
metric distribution. Figure 3 shows the distribution of subauroral potential differences from 40° MLAT to the

equatorward edge of the aurora at 2000MLT for AE = 400 nT in the northern
hemisphere. The potential distributions in dusk to midnight local times typi-
cally have an extended tail on the negative potential side. This is largely
because of the contribution that high-amplitude SAID and SAID-like features
make to the distribution. Note that the positive potential drops shown in
Figure 3 are typically caused by errors in the baselining of the plasma drifts,
particularly when drift meter data become more unreliable at midlatitudes
due to low plasma density or a high H+ ratio. In a statistical study of SAID
events, He et al. (2014) report a maximum occurrence frequency of SAID
events for Kp ≥ 4 of about 7% in the premidnight local time sector.
SAID, which can be encountered alone or embedded within a low-
amplitude SAPS field, can contribute upward of 30 kV to the subauroral
potential drop. Because of this, the mean potentials can be offset from
the median by as much as ~50% of the potential drop, as shown in
Figure 3. A subauroral potential field developed frombinning and averaging
would thus not represent a typical SAPS electric field with an embedded
SAID or a typical SAPS field without a SAID, but an average of the two cases.

However, determining the mode of the potential observations binned by
the predictor variables MLT, MLAT, AE, and day of the year would have
the same drawbacks as averaging over bins when there are sharp data
density gradients, especially when the bin sizes are variable, akin to the
problem of selecting histogram bin widths to estimate an occurrence
frequency distribution. Instead, we use a multivariate linear regression

Figure 2. Location of the equatorward auroral boundary in magnetic lati-
tude and magnetic local time for a weighted average of auroral electrojet
index (AE) equal to 100 nT (yellow) and 1,000 nT (cyan). The red line is a
portion of a sample track of F16 passing through the subauroral region. The
grey points are the equatorward zero-energy electron Newell boundary
determinations. DMSP = Defense Meteorological Satellite Program; DE
2 = Dynamics Explorer 2.

Figure 3. Occurrence number of the subauroral potential measured at the
equatorward edge of the aurora at 2000 magnetic local time (MLT) for
auroral electrojet index (AE) = 350–450 nT in the northern hemisphere for the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program satellites F11–F18. The red line is
the mean potential, and the yellow line is the median potential which
estimates the mode, or most likely potential.
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model, which uses the Theil-Sen estimator to determine the slopes. The Theil-Sen estimator is defined as the

median slope in a collection of slopes formed from the n
2

� �
pairs of n data points being regressed. A univariate

linear regression model by ¼ αþ βx may use the Theil-Sen estimator for β and define the y-intercept α as the
median of yi� βxi. A multivariate generalization of this method (e.g., Zhou & Serfling, 2008) requires an exten-
sion of the concept of median to multiple dimensions. For simplicity, we use the geometric median, defined

as the vector a, which minimizes
X
i

x i � ak k, as a vector of component-wise univariate medians would not

be invariant to a rotation of the coordinate system. This method is intended to minimize the influence of out-
liers in a data set and is used here to estimate the maximum in the probability density of the subauroral
potential as a function of the predictor variables.

By attempting to estimate the mode of the subauroral potentials at each location in MLT and MLAT during
varying magnetic activity levels and season, we have developed a subauroral electric field model, which is
representative of the most likely electric field for a given value of AE and day of year. For high magnetic activ-
ity levels at MLT sectors in which SAPS frequently occur, the Theil-Sen estimator regression model of the
subauroral electric field is best interpreted as a model of the latitudinally-broad, low-amplitude SAPS electric
field. From afternoon to midnight, the broad SAPS field (Foster & Vo, 2002) is found much more frequently
than the short-lived penetration electric fields (Jaggi & Wolf, 1973) or SAID (He et al., 2014). The disturbance
dynamo field (Blanc & Richmond, 1980) is relatively low amplitude compared to SAPS. Ideally, a SAPS model
would not include these other sources, but the typical unimodal distribution of potentials at a given location
exemplified in Figure 3, in which there is no identifiable separation of populations, illustrates the difficulty in
doing so. Strictly speaking, this model is of the most likely subauroral electric field, and only representative of
SAPS at appropriate MLT sectors and activity levels.

The SAPSmodel is calculated as a function of a 5-min running average of the AE index, as a 5-min average has
a higher correlation with the subauroral potential drop in the dusk to midnight sectors than shorter or longer
averages. The range of AE for which the model is defined is limited by the amount of data required for a
regression. For values of AE> 1,000 nT, themodel is limited to a few hours MLT in the dusk and dawn regions.

It is possible to estimate the error of our model by estimating the sampling error of a median taken within the
regression windows at each location in predictor space that our model has enough data to be regressed. The
distribution of medians of sample populations of n samples with a density function f(x) is asymptotically

normal with a variance of σ2m ¼ 4nf mð Þ2
� ��1

, where m is the median of f(x). If we roughly estimate f(x) to

be normally distributed with a variance σ2 and mean equal to the sample variance and mean, then the

sample median standard error is σm ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
πσ2=2n

p
. Even for regressions made with 100–1,000 data points,

the standard error for the median potential is rarely larger than 1 kV in magnitude, except within the auroral
zone where the median potential is large compared to the error. In the subauroral region we estimate the
sampling error of the median to be negligible at all locations in which the model is defined.

It is possible to combine this subauroral electric fieldmodel with a convection electric fieldmodel (e.g., Weimer,
2005) to incorporate the SAPS field into a global electric field model. For instance, spherical harmonics may be
fit to a convection electric field model poleward of the equatorward edge of the aurora and the SAPS model
equatorward of the aurora with an appropriate gap between the models to allow for a blending of the two
models in between. This would also be an appropriate interpolation of the SAPS model through the regions
where it is not defined due to low DMSP data coverage (postmidnight and early afternoon; see Figure 6).

4. Results

Figure 4 shows a side-by-side comparison of themodel reported in Foster and Vo (2002) (hereafter FV02) with a
similar subauroral electric field model produced from DMSP and DE-2 drift measurements as outlined in
section 3. The FV02 model is for Kp = 6� (a Kp bin of [5+,6°]) and includes measurements of identified SAPS
events made all year long in the northern hemisphere from theMillstone Hill radar scans. Ourmodel is centered
at AE = 650 nT, for the northern hemisphere, at the spring equinox (taken as the 172nd day of the year). An AE
value of 650 nT was used to compare to Kp [5+,6°] as the median AE value during Kp [5+,6°] between 1981 and
2012 was 648 nT. Despite FV02 being formed from averages of selected SAPS events and the model presented
here being the median of all subauroral passes as a function of AE, the two models qualitatively agree on the
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latitudinal location and widths of SAPS. They agree in the SAPS magnitude near dusk, but by 2200 MLT, the
westward drift is lower in the model presented here by as much as 500 m/s. There is not enough DMSP data
coverage over midnight for high magnetic activity levels to compare the models at midnight, but in the
morning sectors, the drifts are slightly eastward (<250 m/s), whereas the FV02 model has westward drifts
exceeding 250 m/s extending all the way to 0600 MLT. Note, however, that for 600 nT < AE < 700 nT, the
median Kp index is 4, which would correspond to a FV02 SAPS model with smaller drifts than our model at
dusk yet larger drifts, still, east of 2200 MLT (see FV02; Figure 5). This underscores the difficulty in directly
comparing models binned by Kp, a 3-hr index, and AE, a 1-min index.

The major difference in the methodology of the model presented here and FV02 is the usage of a Theil-Sen
estimator in a multivariate local linear regression of all subauroral passes instead of binning and averaging
selected SAPS events. This approachminimizes the effect of outliers, such as the relatively infrequently occur-
ring SAID, and results in an estimate of the most likely electric potential field instead of the mean, due both to
the lack of a SAPS selection criteria and the difference between the mean and median. The result is a
subauroral electric field model with lower magnitude drifts, particularly around 2200 MLT where SAID events
occur most frequently. Another difference is that FV02 only use radar scans in which it can be inferred that
the ion drifts extend into the subauroral region without coincident observations of particle precipitation.
This is done by identifying secondary maxima or inflection points in the drift profiles, which are typical of
SAPS, equatorward of a typical 2-cell convection pattern. However, this is not a necessary property of
SAPS, and it is not uncommon for SAPS to appear as an extension of the convection electric field into the sub-
auroral region, tracked by Region 2 FAC, without a secondary maximum or inflection point, which would not
be identified in the radar scans (Erickson et al., 2011). These instances would be associated with a lower sub-
auroral potential drop than if they had an additional SAID-like component embedded within. These two dif-
ferences may account for the lower drifts in our model than FV02 east of 2200 MLT, despite SAPS drifts
occurring at this local time frequently enough for the median to be representative of SAPS flow.

At early morning hours where the likelihood of finding any westward subauroral drifts becomes low even at
highmagnetic activity levels, the most likely electric potential is close to 0 kV, reflecting that typically SAPS do
not extend that close to dawn. This is why our model does not show significant SAPS associated flows in the
morning sector that are reported in the FV02 model, which averages selected SAPS events. Near midnight
FV02 finds a SAPS occurrence frequency above 50% near Kp ~6, and average SAPS drifts above 500 m/s.
Although there is not enough DMSP data at this MLT at this magnetic activity level to directly compare,
our subauroral electric field model has dropped close to 250 m/s before midnight at AE = 650 nT. This differ-
ence of more than 250 m/s is likely due to the difference of averaging the ~50% of cases when FV02 were

Figure 4. (a) Figure adapted from Foster and Vo (2002) showing bin-averaged subauroral polarization streamwestward ion drifts for Kp = 6– fromMillstone Hill radar
scans (northern hemisphere). The solid black line is the average latitude of the subauroral polarization stream peak, or inflection point. (b) The westward ion drifts
calculated from the locally regressed subauroral potential model centered at auroral electrojet index (AE) = 650 nT and the spring equinox for the northern
hemisphere. The drifts were calculated from the potential model assuming a centered dipole magnetic field for an altitude of 800 km, whereas theMillstone Hill radar
measurements are over an altitude range of 100–1,000 km. The black dotted line is the latitude of the equatorward edge of electron precipitation from the
auroral boundary model for AE = 650 nT. The data gap near midnight is due to the lack of Defense Meteorological Satellite Program data coverage at that local time,
and the model is not calculated more than 5° poleward of the auroral boundary.
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able to identify SAPS versus a median of all cases at that magnetic activity
level. Although it is more appropriate to describe this model as a
subauroral electric field model than a SAPS model, due to the lack of a
separation criterion between satellite passes with SAPS and passes with-
out, this is the only nonarbitrary approach available. For instance, if a mini-
mum westward ion velocity threshold were to be applied, the magnitude
of a median or mean SAPS model would be dependent on that arbitrary
threshold. Requiring the presence of Region 2 FAC would also require an
arbitrary threshold with a similar effect. Because of this, FV02 is a more
appropriate model to describe the average SAPS flow at any particular
MLT sector assuming that SAPS extend that far, but the model presented
here is more appropriate for predicting the most likely subauroral electric
field structure given a value of AE and a day of the year. Near dusk at high
activity levels, the drift statistics will be dominated by SAPS but the contri-
bution of the neutral wind disturbance dynamo and penetration electric
fields can no longer be assumed negligible in amplitude or occurrence fre-
quency past midnight.

Figure 5 shows the variation of SAPS flows for AE = 200, 500, and 800 nT. For
increasing magnetic activity levels, SAPS grow wider and larger in ampli-
tude, reaching flows above 1,000 m/s in the dusk sector but remaining
below 500 m/s near midnight. SAPS are also found at lower latitudes for
higher activity levels, although that is due both to the SAPS width growing
and the auroral boundary moving equatorward at higher activity levels.

The subauroral potential field for AE = 400 nT during the summer solstice in
the northern hemisphere is shown in Figure 6. The SAPS flow channel extends
from noon all the way to midnight. SAPS are the widest and are associated
with the largest potential drop between 1800 and 2000 MLT. Note that this
is the median subauroral electric potential amplitude, which is largest near
dusk, not the average maximum amplitude of SAID (e.g., Karlsson et al.,
1998), which is largest near 2200 MLT. In agreement with previous studies,
SAPS are found at lower latitudes closer tomidnight. This is a result of the aur-
oral boundary occurring at lower latitudes at later local times.

There are little hemispherical differences in the model but relatively strong
variations with season. This is illustrated in Figure 7, which shows westward
ion drifts within 1° MLAT of the aurora at dusk as a function of the day of
year for the northern and summer hemisphere. The median ion drifts max-
imize near the spring and fall equinoxes for both hemispheres, although
the first maximumoccurs a month before the spring equinox. This seasonal
behavior is not associated with an increase in the average magnitude of AL
(AE = AU-AL) or increases in the “effective” southward component of the
interplanetary magnetic field during equinox periods (Russell &
McPherron, 1973), as Figure 7 only shows data for AE = 350–450 nT.
Neither would this be associated with changes in the ionospheric conduc-
tivity, which can affect auroral electrojet currents (e.g., Ahn et al., 2000), as
the AE index is produced frommagnetometer stations only in the northern
hemisphere, with conductivity maximizing in the summer.

Wang and Lühr (2013) found a seasonal variation in the SAPS drifts mea-
sured by DMSP F13 from 2002 to 2003 for the northern hemisphere, which
were weakest in the summer months (June–August) and strongest in the
winter months (December–February), suggesting a variation of SAPS with
the local ionospheric conductivity. By using their selection criteria with
the same subset of data, we were able to reproduce these results.

Figure 5. Westward ion drifts for (a) auroral electrojet index (AE) = 200 nT,
(b) AE = 500 nT, and (c) AE = 800 nT, calculated from the subauroral polari-
zation stream potential model as in Figure 4 for the northern hemisphere
near summer solstice. Note the auroral boundary model latitude (dashed
line) moving equatorward for higher activity levels.
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However, the drifts in the southern hemisphere were still smaller near the
summer solstice (June–August), despite this being locally winter for the
southern hemisphere. Also, in the southern hemisphere the largest drifts
were found during the fall equinox bin (September–November). The seaso-
nal variation suggested by Wang and Lühr (2013) differs from our model,
which is either due to considering all DMSP satellites or a difference inmeth-
odology. For instance, they average all MLT sectors together, limit the data
to F13 passes whose orbit track is greater than 45 from the auroral oval, and
consider the horizontal drifts in the satellite coordinates as opposed to inte-
grating both perpendicular drifts for all passes to obtain a potential field.

Figure 8 shows the occurrence frequency by month of SAID events identi-
fied by He et al. (2014), provided to us by Dr. He. As mentioned previously,
SAID may be embedded within a broader SAPS structure and can add an
additional ~30 kV to the subauroral potential drop. The SAID occurrence
maxima at the equinoxes can affect the ion drift distribution medians at
1800 MLT, although He et al. (2014) find a SAID occurrence frequency for
Kp ≥ 4 of less than 2% near dusk. Indeed, the first and third quartiles of
the westward drifts show the same seasonal behavior, as shown by the
red and blue “crosses” in Figure 7. The entire distribution of drifts is chan-
ging with season, so this effect should not be due to a varying occurrence
frequency of SAID events. Figure 8 also shows the number of DMSP passes
used in this model per month for comparison.

Figure 9 showswestward ion drifts derived from our subauroral electric potential model for MLT slices at 1600,
1800, 2000, and 2200 MLT, for AE = 200, 400, and 800 nT, in the northern hemisphere at each season. At these
MLTs and AE values, the high occurrence frequency of SAPS insures that the median field is representative of
the latitudinally-broad SAPS field. The seasonal variation can be seen for each combination of MLT and AE,
with the equinox drifts (blue lines) being larger than solstice drifts (red lines) for 1800 and 2000 MLT, without
the same signature at 1600MLT, or as strongly varying at 2200MLT. Because of theMLT sectors, which do vary
with equinox, it is tempting to attribute this seasonal behavior to the seasonally dependent SAID occurrence
frequency (see Figure 8) variably displacing the median subauroral field from a possibly unchanging mode.

However, as Figure 7 demonstrates, the entire distribution of west-
ward drifts shows this seasonal variation. Themaximum in the subaur-
oral drifts derived from the median electric potential model typically
change by ~200 m/s between AE = 200, 400, and 800 nT but can
extend upward of 5° MLATmore equatorward of the aurora. Note that
the SAPS widths range from 10 to 15° MLAT wide, but they reach the
westward drift threshold of 100 m/s, commonly used for identifying
SAPS events, 5 to 10° equatorward of the aurora. At 2000 MLT for
AE = 800 nT, the median electric potential pattern results in drifts
almost reaching the commonly cited (albeit arbitrary) 1,000 m/s max-
imum drift threshold to identify a SAID, although the median drifts are
muchwider in latitude than a typical SAID (1–2°). Whereas the equinox
drifts for 1800–2000 MLT will have clear local maxima in the subaur-
oral region (1–2° equatorward of the aurora), the drifts for 1600 MLT
and the solstice drifts for 1800 MLT appear to be an extension of the
westward auroral convection cell. Anderson et al. (1991) noted that
the subauroral drifts near midnight appear to be separated from the
high-latitude convection, but near dusk, they appear embedded in
the high-latitude convection. At 2200 MLT, SAPS flow peaks near the
auroral boundary.

Previous statistical studies have shown an approximately linear decay
in the maximum westward SAPS drifts in MLT from dusk to midnight

Figure 6. The subauroral potential model centered at auroral electrojet
index (AE) = 400 nT at the summer solstice for the northern hemisphere.
Each dotted circle is 5° magnetic latitude, but for visual purposes the center is
80° instead of 90°. The data gaps at the postmidnight and afternoon local
times are due to low Defense Meteorological Satellite Program coverage. The
dashed black line is the auroral boundary model for AE = 400 nT. White
contour lines are given at 0, –5, and –10 kV.

Figure 7. The westward ion drift distribution near 1800 magnetic local time (MLT)
for 0–1° magnetic latitude equatorward of the aurora and auroral electrojet index
(AE) = 350–450 nT, binned by the day of year. Blue (red) circles give the median
drifts for the northern (southern) hemisphere, and blue and red crosses give the
first and third quartiles. The vertical cyan lines mark the spring and fall equinoxes.
The southern hemisphere data have not been flipped for season.
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(FV02; Erickson et al., 2011; Kunduri et al., 2017). However, Clausen
et al. (2012) reported an exponential decay in the SAPS velocity as a
function of MLT using SuperDARN radars to simultaneously view a
SAPS event on 9 April 2010 over 6 hr of MLT for three consecutive
hours of UT. The SAPS they observed peaked near midnight at
1,000 m/s and decayed toward dawn, falling below 100 m/s between
0400 and 0600MLT. Figure 10 shows our statistical results for AE = 200,
400, and 800 nT during equinox and solstice months in the northern
hemisphere, which, in agreement with previous statistical efforts, also
shows a linear trend for 1900–2400 MLT. The SAPS model developed
by Kunduri et al. (2017) finds approximately linear trends, which
become less linear near dusk for high levels of geomagnetic activity.
In our model, SAPS are linear between 1900 and 2400 MLT during
equinox, with maximum drifts at 1900. During solstice, the drifts are
overall lower and remain approximately linear to 1700 MLT, with max-
imumdrifts at 1700. Note that themaximum subauroral potential drop
is still found from 1800 to 2000 MLT for all seasons.

The SAPS model developed by Kunduri et al. (2017) is binned by the
hourly index Dst. Their most active bin is �75 nT < Dst < �150 nT,
within which the median AE index is 595 nT. They find SAPS drifts that

range from 750 to 400 m/s for 1800–2400 MLT. This agrees with our model for AE = 400 nT during equinox
but is closer to AE = 800 nT during solstice. In general, their SAPS model falls within the seasonal variation of
ours, except close to midnight, where our model consistently predicts lower drifts (~100 m/s lower). The
Kunduri et al. (2017) model is made from binned averages of 3053 SAPS events of predominately westward
drifts >100 m/s. These drifts are identified as subauroral with an auroral boundary model fit to all energetic
particle precipitation boundaries measured by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Polar
Orbiting Environment Satellites (POES) satellites in ±40 min. The average models of Kunduri et al. (2017)
may avoid the contribution of low occurrence frequency SAID, which tend to pull the average drifts signifi-
cantly from the mode (see Figure 3), and agree more with our model than FV02, due to the spatial and tem-
poral averaging effects of the fitting techniques used to measure global ionospheric convection with
SuperDARN radars (Ruohoniemi & Baker, 1998).

The features of our subauroral electric field model are approximately the same in the northern and southern
hemispheres, as demonstrated in Figure 11. Although SAPS have been previously shown to vary inversely with
subauroral conductivity (e.g., Wang et al., 2008), for the SAPS electric potential to be magnetically conjugate
between hemispheres, a statistical ensemble of SAPS events for the northern and southern hemisphere would
have to have similar properties. Kunduri et al. (2012) used SuperDARN radars with conjugate fields of view to
observe a SAPS event simultaneously in both hemispheres. Although the SAPS electric potential difference
was similar over both hemispheres, the drifts in the northern hemisphere were smaller and wider latitudinally
than in the southern hemisphere. They attributed this to the difference in ionospheric conductivity (the event
occurred 4 August 2010) and possible distortion of an otherwise approximately dipolar magnetic field in the
inner magnetosphere. While this may be true of any particular SAPS event, the hemispheric symmetry in our
empirical model shows that this does not occur frequently enough to cause hemispheric asymmetry in the
median subauroral electric field, which is representative of SAPS from afternoon to midnight for large AE. It
is important to note that the SAPS they observed appeared as a narrow, high-amplitude SAID in the southern
hemisphere and a SAID embedded in a 5–6° MLAT wide, low-amplitude field in the northern hemisphere,
neither of which is represented by the median subauroral field regressed for in our model, which is more
representative of SAPS without SAID. SAID events measured by DMSP in both hemispheres during solstice
have been previously shown to have similar potential drops as well (Burke et al., 2000).

Figure 12 shows two versions of the SAPSmodel, binned by F10.7 cm solar flux index, which is correlated with
EUV solar flux. At 1800 MLT, for AE = 400 nT, the SAPS drifts are larger by 100–200m/s and a few degree MLAT
wider for F10.7< 125 solar flux units (sfu) than they are for F10.7> 175 solar flux units, implying that the drifts
are larger given the same value of AE for lower conductivity. This comports with a current generator model

Figure 8. (a) Occurrence frequency of subauroral ion drifts (SAIDs) by month iden-
tified by He et al. (2014) and (b) the occurrence frequency of subauroral Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) passes used in the model (b). Only
SAIDs identified in passes also used in our model are counted.
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for SAPS production. This, however, neglects the effect that varying solar flux may have on the AE index
through changes in the ionospheric conductivity.

The greater degree of agreement between solstice and equinox drifts for MLT sectors earlier than 1800 hr and
greater than 2000 hr may be an effect of the flux tube integrated conductivity. Wang et al. (2008) used two
years of DMSPmeasurements categorized 7,760 SAPS events by whether their ionospheric flux tube footprint
in both hemispheres was sunlit, in darkness (solar zenith angle [SZA] ≥ 100°), or one footprint was sunlit and
the other in darkness (sunlit-dark). They found a maximum occurrence frequency of sunlit-dark SAPS near
1900 MLT. It may be the case that the flux tube-integrated conductance for equinox conditions is lower than
solstice conditions when the contributions from both ionospheric footprints are taken into account. A rough
estimate can bemade for the SZAs of the footprints of a magnetic flux tube by assuming a centeredmagnetic
dipole field, aligned with the rotational axis. At equinox, the SZA at both footprints at 1800 MLT must be 90°,
regardless of the subauroral latitude, whereas the footprints for 60° invariant latitude (close to 60° latitude at

Figure 9. MLT slices of westward ion drifts derived from the subauroral polarization stream potential model assuming a centered dipole magnetic field at an altitude of
800 km in the northern hemisphere, for each equinox (blue) and solstice (red), as a function of magnetic latitude. Each plot is the drift profile for a separate value of MLT
and auroral electrojet index (AE), with the rows varying in MLT (1600, 1800, 2000, and 2200) and the columns varying in AE (200 nT, 400 nT, and 800 nT). The solid black lines
are the location of the auroral boundary in our model at the given value of AE and MLT. Drifts are largest at equinox, higher activity levels, and MLTs closer to 1800, with a
latitudinal width that does not change appreciably in MLT but grows for higher activity levels. Note that the span of magnetic latitude poleward and equatorward of the
auroral boundary is the same in each plot, but the range is shifted due to the variation of the auroral boundary model latitude in MLT and AE. MLT = magnetic local time.
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ionospheric altitudes), if the rotational axis was rotated 23° toward the Sun, would give SZA angles of ~70°
and ~110° during solstice. Ieda et al. (2014) calculated the approximate conductance for solar EUV created
ionospheres as a function of SZA using the European Incoherent Scatter radar observations at Tromsø.

Figure 10. Maximum subauroral westward ion drifts as a function of magnetic local time for the Northern Hemisphere during (a) equinox and (b) solstice for
AE = 200 nT (blue), 500 nT (green), and 800 nT (red). Dashed lines show a linear interpolation between 1900 and 2400 magnetic local time. SAPS = subauroral
polarization stream; AE = auroral electrojet index.

Figure 11. MLT slices of westward ion drifts, calculated as in Figure 9, for 1800MLT and AE = 400 nT for the Northern Hemisphere (solid lines) and southern hemi-
sphere (dashed lines) centered on the March equinox (cyan), September equinox (yellow), June solstice (red), and December solstice (blue). The dotted black line is
the equatorward auroral boundary. The subauroral polarization stream field in the model is fairly conjugate between hemispheres. MLT = magnetic local time;
AE = auroral electrojet index.
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They report Pedersen conductances of ~5 S for a SZA of 70°, 1.5 S for 90°,
and ~0 S for 110°. Within this simplification, the equinox flux tube would
have a lower total flux tube integrated conductance (~3 S) than the solstice
flux tube (~5 S), despite having two sunlit ionospheric footprints instead
of one.

Wang and Lühr (2011) studied the seasonal variation of the occurrence
frequency of SAID-like SAPS identified in DMSP drift measurements for
F13, F14, and F15 from July 2001 to June 2003. They identified 3,663
events with subauroral drifts, which were greater than 500 m/s drifts and
1–2° wide in latitude. Using the empirical solar irradiance driven conduc-
tance from Brekke and Hall (1988) for both ionospheric footprints, they
found conductancemaxima during both solstices for a typical SAPS location
of ±59° MLAT and 2100 MLT, and SAID occurrence frequency, which inver-
sely correlated with the conductance. Thus, current-driven SAPS electric
fields may be expected to be larger for flux tubes, which are close to dusk
during equinox periods and smaller during solstice. This effect would be lim-
ited to MLT sectors in which sunlit-dark flux tubes are likely and would
explain the diminished seasonal variation for MLT earlier than 1800 MLT
and later than 2000 MLT. Any sophisticated accounting of the flux tube
integrated conductance near dusk at equinox versus solstice is beyond
the scope of this paper. Further research is required to understand the
maxima in median SAPS drifts seen during equinox for 1800–2000 MLT.

5. Summary

We have presented amedian subauroral electric potential model as a function of MLT, degree MLAT equatorward
of the aurora, AE, hemisphere, and day of year, which is representative of SAPS from afternoon to midnight local
times at high activity levels. We have also presented a model of the equatorward edge of electron precipitation
with which the subauroral potential model can be combined. A summary of statistical results is as follows:

1. The variation of SAPS latitude with activity level and MLT agrees with previous statistical studies (e.g., Erickson
et al., 2011; Foster & Vo, 2002; Kunduri et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2008). SAPS latitude decreases closer to mid-
night due to the decreasing latitude of the auroral boundary. For increasing activity level, SAPSmove equator-
ward due to the auroral boundary moving equatorward, as well as an increasing SAPS width (see Figure 5).

2. The magnitude of subauroral drifts approximately agrees with previous SAPS studies, except for MLT sec-
tors where SAPS are not that common, due to our approach of taking the median of all satellite passes
instead of developing an arbitrary threshold criterion for event selection (see Figure 4).

3. The median subauroral electric field extends all the way from noon to midnight (see Figure 6).
4. The median subauroral electric field is statistically conjugate between hemispheres (see Figure 11).
5. The median subauroral electric field maximizes in amplitude and width between 1800 and 2000 MLT near

equinox. The total subauroral potential drop also maximizes at 1800–2000 MLT. Near solstice, the total
subauroral potential drop and SAPS width is maximized between 1800 and 2000 MLT, but the maximum
drifts are found between 1600 and 1800 MLT (see Figures 9 and 10).

6. The latitudinal shape of the median SAPS drift profile is MLT dependent (see Figure 9).
7. SAPS drifts have a higher amplitude during equinoxes than during solstices (see Figures 9 and 10).
8. There is an approximately linear decay in the maximum westward SAPS drifts in MLT from dusk to mid-

night in agreement with previous statistical studies (Erickson et al., 2011; Foster & Vo, 2002; Kunduri
et al., 2017) and in disagreement with the SAPS event observed simultaneously by SuperDARN radars over
6 hr of MLT and 3 hr in universal time in Clausen et al. (2012), which decayed exponentially (see Figure 10).

9. SAPS amplitude and width in the dusk sector vary inversely with F10.7 solar radio flux. (see Figure 12)

These results support the hypothesis, when considering the median subauroral electric field to minimize the
contribution of SAID events, that the low-amplitude, latitudinally broad SAPS are a current-driven phenom-
enon, which remains magnetically conjugate between hemispheres despite the hemispheric asymmetry in
conductivity. The seasonal variation in SAPS drifts when controlling for variations in AE remains to be

Figure 12. Westward ion drifts for 1800MLT in the northern hemisphere
near the summer solstice for AE = 400 nT, during high 10.7-cm radio solar
flux (F10.7> 175 solar flux units; red line), and low flux (F10.7< 125 solar flux
units; blue line). The dotted black line is the equatorward auroral boundary.
Subauroral polarization stream drifts are larger during lower solar flux,
implying an inverse relationship with ionospheric conductivity. AE = auroral
electrojet index; MLT = magnetic local time.
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sufficiently explained. We plan to incorporate this boundary-oriented SAPS model into a global convection
model in such a way that the data gaps in the postmidnight and afternoon sectors are interpolated through,
producing a global convection potential model which explicitly accounts for the most likely SAPS electric
field. The model in its current form is available by request from the authors.
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